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DRIVING TIPS  

TO SHARE
General Tips

vehicle experience

more accurate information

PlugIntoFord.com is the central resource for the ownership experience

Owner.Ford.com and also will be sent in the mail

 
Focus Electric experience

Maximizing Vehicle Range 

 
points to consider:

Before Driving

While Driving

using cruise control when appropriate

apply consistent braking throughout the entire stop, avoiding abrupt and heavy braking. The 
Brake Coach display will assist you by providing real-time feedback of your braking efficiency
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While Driving (continued)

conditions allow

 
energy consumption

Optimizing Battery Pack Performance 

There are several ways Focus Electric owners can optimize the vehicle’s battery pack performance:

Plan Ahead

Driving an all-electric vehicle such as Focus Electric will require additional planning. It’s important 
to understand:

ensure optimum battery pack performance

the vehicle’s system will operate more efficiently once warmed up

to above 25% state of charge and the low-voltage battery negative terminal (located under the 

voltage battery should be charged to between 80% and 100% state of charge and the low-
voltage battery negative terminal should be disconnected

Be aware of outside temperatures

Even when it’s standing still, there are things that can maximize Focus Electric battery pack 
efficiency. For example:
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Avoid unnecessary weight inside the vehicle

Remove cargo when it isn’t going to be needed for a while. For example, golf clubs. Extra weight 
puts more demand on the system, which increases power consumption.

Using Climate Controls 

more quickly.

Charging Your Vehicle 

Get the most out of your charging experience by considering these points:

 
works properly

purchase the Ford-recommended 240-volt home charging station, and have it installed properly. 
The Ford-recommended charger is only available by calling (888-219-6747 ) to set up the 
Garage Site Survey and is not available through the Best Buy website or in the store

the same location in a straight-forward motion until the door has rotated back into position and 
clicked into place. Do not manually rotate the door

Making It Home

the range limit in order to return home; this requires the home charge point to have been 
entered and no destination charge point entered

® function is used, a pop-up will display when the vehicle has 15 miles as the 
Distance To Empty (DTE) and the battery fill turns yellow

DTE and the battery fill turns yellow
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